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Comes now, by Lawyer Appointment, John Rowe, representing Peter Damian DiPietro, also
known as Peter D DiPietro and/or Pete DiPietro, herein referred to as Pete, an affiant with claims
in Human Rights violations and claims in Trafficking as Internationally recorded:
https://reignoftheheavens.com/?p=3388#more-3388
Official Claim through a International Alien Tort Claim published by the Government of The
United States of America!
See Claim
http://nationalgreatregistry.generalpostoffice.international/images/0/08/20171229-SOS-TORT_the_United_States_of_America_as_Amended-.pdf
See evidence
https://reignoftheheavens.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/evidence-file.zip
Pete has verified the substance of these claims, and has acknowledged his acceptance and can
realize that Human Rights violation(s) can include Human Rights Trafficking, and accepts they
can be described in context differently, absent of legal description when invoked under a context.
Pete understands that an Association that operates in a Private corporation is not operating in a
Public Corporation, therefore is vacant of Public powers and no naming convention can delegate
or create offices and alleged agencies needed to be a government, with powers otherwise,
operating as if it possessed those powers. Pete has seen the Rod Class case law disclosed herein,
which is a fact finding hearing of all and the creature state of North Carolina (is same New
Jersey), and is admitting these Private Corporate matters as case law is Publicly recorded and
attached as Exhibit and verifies all things said herein:
Rod Class 11 CVS 1559 in Judge Ridgeway’s ruling
Originated from a Ruling in error in
Class v. NORTH CAROLINA, Case No. 10 DOT 7047

Pete doesn't except any Roman curia, its principals and religion or other religions, that force him
to operate in their Association, or to set forth to operate in his behalf or to formulate and set forth
same under any foreign entity or by any instrument or decree for any foreign Association, when
included or not with or without contract law consideration to include contract adhesion. Pete has
never moved or authorized to move his unwanted or adhesion Person, into the Territory's of the
United States or United States Incorporated or their derivatives, and as born into the Land, Pete
had his political Constituency taken, changed, altered or removed without consent, by the United
States, the United States Incorporated or their derivatives or it services operators and fiduciary's,
or by an adhesion under an Association Pete is not a part thereof.
The Private Corporate entities chartered by the parent state or creature state of New Jersey,
operate under known Principles of The Masonic Lodge, as in The International filing, with or
without the creature states collusion, in a format of legal applied permission, contrary to Pete and
his selection of Religion and how his desire of which Association is his desire. Therefore his
Human Rights has been violated, usurped by Association off some other Political and Religious
system and therefore traffick's Pete.
Pete has seen the International Alien Tort Claim, and his signature herein denotes he has read and
understands the manner of how Trafficking has occurred through his U.S. citizens Nationality to
constrain his Person, and Appended by arms length using U.S. citizen, creating offices and
agencies, attaching his Person to unknown Trust without permissions and contract, and other
actions, to include Pete into Associations he is not part of, including adhesion Trust domestic or
Foreign.
Pete has not enjoined or submitted any instruments with consideration, to any Charters such as
towns, City's, or county's, of any, the creature state(s) of _____, his making a Drivers License
into a foreign Association under offshore Trafficking is a device by instrument, and Pete has not
given consideration in contract to allow trafficking the movement of his Person into U.S.
Territory to enjoin with a scheme of Socialism and/or Communism, as a construct with the 1917
enemy act to make born here American an enemy for movement into Federal jurisdiction, or any
other devices to operate similar.
Pete has been trafficked by the creature states of State of New Jersey, as the creature state has an
agreement to use the devices of the Federal government, which forces Pete into Association he is
not a party thereof, violating the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).
The County of Camden under a American Bar Association, is also forcing Pete into The County
Association and into control of The America Bar Association that is an Association with an
Association of the creature state of The States of New Jersey. It was found that the American Bar
Association bar members where working for Antifa, whom are apparently working in and under
the National Lawyers Guild, the Bulwark of the Communist Party.

